Colfax Corridor Connections Alternatives Analysis

6 Screen 3 Analysis and Results
Introduction
This chapter documents the results of the Screen 3 (final) evaluation and screening process. This
chapter contains the following elements:





Description of the Screen 3 evaluation process and criteria
Description of the Screen 3 analysis and evaluation results
Description of the vehicle technology/mode option evaluation and results (Screen 2B)
Summary of findings and recommendations on next steps

Screen 3 Evaluation Process, Categories, and Criteria
The Screen 3 process for the Colfax Corridor Connections project consisted of, where possible, more
quantitative evaluation categories and data compared to Screen 1 and 2 evaluation processes. The
Screen 3 process used five categories of evaluation criteria to evaluate the remaining options:







Mobility measures sought to determine the benefits and impacts of the alternatives to users of the
corridor’s transportation network, including transit users, motorists and passengers, pedestrians,
and bicyclists.
Environmental measures were aimed at determining the benefits and impacts of alternatives on
health, safety, community cohesion, economics, and the overall built and natural environments.
Fiscal measures documented the fiscal benefits and impacts of the alternatives on users,
implementing agencies, and the region as a whole.
Urban character measures were focused on determining the benefits and impacts of the
alternatives on local land uses and the urban environment.
Deliverability measures were aimed at determining broad issues related to delivering or
implementing alternatives, including technical or engineering challenges in building or operating an
alternative, likely construction impacts, and the level of community and stakeholder acceptance and
support.
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Alternatives Description
For purposes of the Screen 3 evaluation, several operating assumptions were made for each build
alternative, as summarized in Figure 6-1.
Figure 6-1: Major Characteristics of Build Alternatives Assumed for Screen 3

Several major characteristics stand out in the definition of the remaining alternatives:






All alternatives assume five-minute headways during peak periods, a roughly 50% improvement in
frequencies compared with existing services on East Colfax Avenue.
All alternatives assume that some bus services similar to today’s services are operating in the
‘background’ as a supplement to the build alternative. The Enhanced Bus and BRT alternatives and
the Modern Streetcar alternative operating in exclusive lanes during peak periods are operating as
‘limited-stop’ services and assume that the existing Route 15 is operating in the background. The
alternative with Modern Streetcar in shared lanes all day is operating as a ‘local’ service and
assumes that the existing Route 15L is operating in the background.
All alternatives assume side-running in the outside travel lanes on East Colfax Avenue, with minimal
impacts to parking.
Alternatives using exclusive lanes were modeled and costed with the assumption that the
exclusive lanes are constructed for the entire ten-mile length of the East Colfax corridor within the
study area (from the Auraria campus on the west to the Anschutz Medical Campus on the east).
The actual extent of the exclusive lanes if and when any of these alternatives are implemented
will be the subject of additional analysis and discussions between key stakeholders including but
not limited to the public, the Federal Transit Administration, the Colorado Department of
Transportation, the City of Aurora, RTD, and the City and County of Denver.
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Major Physical Characteristics of Each Alternative
The following sections provide additional details on the physical characteristics of each remaining
alternative, including typical street cross-sections and visualizations of passenger stops/stations.
Enhanced Bus
Figure 6-2 illustrates a typical street configuration for the Enhanced Bus alternative along East Colfax
Avenue. The example shown encompasses two travel lanes in each direction, a center left-turn lane, and
two “shared” travel lanes adjacent to curb-side parking lanes. A “bulb-out” would be located within the
existing parking lanes for passenger loading and alighting, and Enhanced Bus service would operate
within the existing outside “shared” travel lanes in each direction, similar to current RTD Route 15/15L
operations.
Figure 6-2: Visualizations of Example Enhanced Bus Street Configuration and Passenger Stop

Enhanced Bus in shared lanes adjacent to parking with bulb-out providing in-line boarding

Example Enhanced Bus passenger stop
Source: Project Team
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Bus Rapid Transit
Figure 6-3 illustrates a typical street configuration for the Bus Rapid Transit alternative along East Colfax
Avenue. The example shown encompasses two travel lanes in each direction, a center left-turn lane, and
two “exclusive” travel lanes adjacent to curb-side parking lanes. In this example, a “bulb-out” would be
located within the existing parking lanes for passenger boarding and alighting, and Bus Rapid Transit
service would operate within the existing outside “exclusive” travel lanes in each direction during peak
hours in one alternative and all day in another. Note that the passenger stop example is identical to that
of the Enhanced Bus alternative, as the main difference between the two is the “exclusive” lanes.
Figure 6-3: Visualizations of Example Bus Rapid Transit Street Configuration and Passenger Stop

Bus Rapid Transit in exclusive lanes adjacent to parking with bulb-out providing in-line boarding

Example Bus Rapid Transit passenger stop
Source: Project Team
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Modern Streetcar
Exclusive Lane Alternative: Figure 6-4 illustrates a typical street configuration for the Modern Streetcar
“exclusive” lane alternative along East Colfax Avenue. The example shown encompasses two travel lanes
in each direction, a center left-turn lane, and two “exclusive” travel lanes, adjacent to curb-side parking
lanes. A “bulb-out” would be located within the existing parking lanes for passenger boarding and
alighting, and Modern Streetcar service would operate within the existing outside “exclusive” travel lane
in each direction.
Shared Lane Alternative: A typical street configuration for the Modern Streetcar “shared” lane
alternative is identical to the “exclusive” lane alternative except that the outside “exclusive” lanes
become “shared” lanes during the peak hours. As with the exclusive lane alternative, a “bulb-out” would
be located within the existing parking lanes for passenger boarding and alighting, and Modern Streetcar
service would operate within the existing outside “shared” travel lane in each direction, similar to
current RTD Route 15/15L bus operations.
Figure 6-4: Visualizations of Example Modern Streetcar Street Configuration and Passenger Stops

Streetcar in shared or exclusive lanes adjacent to parking with bulb-out providing in-line boarding

Example Modern Streetcar passenger stop
Source: Project Team
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Screen 3 Results
Mobility Measures
Transit Ridership: What is the Daily Transit Ridership for Each Alternative?
Figure 6-5 illustrates the daily transit boardings on the remaining alternatives for 2035. Note that these
are for East Colfax Avenue build alternatives only and do not include any background bus service.
Figure 6-5: 2035 Daily Transit Boardings, Build Alternatives Only

Source: DRCOG Focus Model

The figure shows that BRT and Modern Streetcar options have higher ridership than Enhanced Bus. The
exclusive lane options (two for BRT and one for Modern Streetcar) have the highest ridership of any of
the alternatives, though Modern Streetcar in shared lanes has ridership considerably higher than the
Enhanced Bus alternative. The 40,000+ ridership for the BRT and Modern Streetcar options are
considerable increases over the Route 15 and 15L totals documented in Chapter 3 (21,500 in 2010;
26,000 in 2035).
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Transit Ridership: How Many Daily Transit Riders Are There on East Colfax Avenue as a Result
of Each Alternative?
Figure 6-6 illustrates the daily transit boardings on East Colfax Avenue in 2035, including the No Action
alternative (Routes 15 and 15L running today’s schedule), build alternatives, and background bus service
for those build alternatives.
Figure 6-6: 2035 Daily Transit Boardings, All East Colfax Transit Services

Source: DRCOG Focus Model

The figure shows that, with the addition of the build alternatives to the East Colfax Avenue corridor,
ridership on background bus services decreases significantly, with a dramatic shift to the build
alternatives, presumably due (among other things) to the higher service frequencies (five minutes
during peak periods) assumed for the build alternatives. For example, ridership on Route 15 drops from
9,600 daily riders in the No Action alternative to 4,600 when paired with the Enhanced Bus alternative,
and dropping below 3,000 for the three alternatives using exclusive lanes. Similarly, ridership on Route
15L drops from 16,600 daily riders under the No Action alternative to below 5,000 when paired with
Modern Streetcar in shared lanes. Total ridership on the three build alternatives using exclusive lanes
increases by 65% to 72% compared with the No Action alternative.
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Transit Ridership: How do the Alternatives Affect Regional Transit Ridership?
Figure 6-7 illustrates the daily transit boardings on the entire RTD system in 2035. This metric is a
traditional way to measure an alternative’s total impact on transit ridership on a regional basis and also
helps the understanding of whether an alternative is truly attracting new riders (as opposed to merely
transferring from one mode to another).
Figure 6-7: 2035 Daily Regional Transit Boardings, Total RTD System

Source: DRCOG Focus Model

The figure shows that all build alternatives result in regional ridership increases compared with the No
Action alternative. The three alternatives using exclusive lanes have the highest impact on regional
transit ridership (around 3%). While the percentage increases on a regional basis are relatively low, the
absolute numbers show increases in regional ridership of 7,000 daily rides for Enhanced Bus, 15,00016,000 for the two BRT options, and 17,000 for Modern Streetcar in exclusive lanes. A more modest
increase (9,500) is shown for Modern Streetcar in shared lanes. The regional ridership increases roughly
correspond to the increases in ridership seen for the build alternatives plus background bus as shown in
Figure 7-2, indicating that most if not all of the riders using the build alternatives are likely “new” transit
riders shifting from other modes.
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Person-Trips: How Many Total Daily Person-Trips will East Colfax Have?
Figure 6-8 shows the forecast for daily person-trips on East Colfax Avenue in 2035. Daily person-trips
include both transit (build alternative plus background bus) and auto trips (with auto trips translating to
1.25 persons per auto). This criterion shows the impact of implementing a high-capacity transit
investment on total trips, most especially on auto trips, given that three of the alternatives assume an
exclusive lane in both directions for all or parts of each day.
Figure 6-8: 2035 Daily Person-Trip Demand (Transit and Auto), East Colfax Avenue

Source: DRCOG Focus Model

The figure shows that all alternatives result in increased person-trips compared with the No Action
alternative. Note that auto trips for alternatives using exclusive lanes drop considerably compared with
the No Action alternative, the result of the removal of an auto lane in each direction for all or portions of
the day. The two Modern Streetcar alternatives resulted in the largest increase in total person-trips
(18-23%), with Modern Streetcar in shared lanes resulting in the largest total person-trips.
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Traffic: What Happens to Roadway Congestion as a Result of the Build Alternatives?
Figure 6-9 shows the number of roadway segments in the study area that exceed a volume to capacity
(V/C) ratio of 1. 0 during the PM peak hour as a result of each alternative. A V/C ratio of 1.0 was chosen
because it means that a roadway segment is experiencing severe congestion.
Figure 6-9: Roadway Segments Exceeding V/C Ratio of 1.0 during PM Peak Hour for each Alternative

Source: Project Team

The figure shows that roadway congestion will continue to worsen throughout the study area regardless
of the implementation of any of the alternatives. The No Action alternative shows that the number of
roadway segments with a V/C ratio over 1.0 total 28.6% of all segments in the study area (compared
with current conditions of 15.5%), while the alternatives increase those numbers slightly.
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Traffic: What Happens at Intersections as a Result of the Build Alternatives?
Figures 6-10a and 6-10b show changes in Levels of Service (LOS) at intersections along East Colfax
Avenue in the study area during the PM peak hour as a result of each alternative (including the No
Action alternative). The analysis is derived from a VISSIM analysis of East Colfax Avenue conducted for
this proposed project. The figures comprise four geographic sections of the study area divided by major
north-south roadways.
Figure 6-10a: 2035 Intersection Impacts for Build Alternatives, PM Peak Hour, Auraria to Colorado
Boulevard

Figure 6-10b: 2035 Intersection Impacts for Build Alternatives, PM Peak Hour, Colorado Boulevard to
Anschutz Medical Campus

Source for both: Project Team
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The figures show that there are minor changes in intersection performance, both negative and positive,
at some locations along East Colfax Avenue as a result of the build alternatives. Overall, however, there
is mostly no change from the No Action alternative. As with other criteria, this could be a result of the
significant shift from autos to transit along East Colfax Avenue as a result of the alternatives.

Traffic: What Happens to East Colfax Travel Times as a Result of the Build Alternatives?
Figure 6-11 illustrates changes in 2035 end-to-end study area travel times for both autos and transit in
East Colfax Avenue during the PM peak hour as a result of the alternatives.
Figure 6-11: 2035 Auto and Transit Travel Times for Build Alternatives on East Colfax, PM Peak Hour,
I-25 to I-225

Source: Project Team and DRCOG Focus Model

The figure shows that auto travel times change moderately on East Colfax Avenue as a result of the build
alternatives compared with the No Action alternative. Build alternatives with exclusive lanes cause auto
travel times to increase slightly (by four minutes). Build alternatives with shared lanes show little or no
change in auto travel times. On the transit side, all of the build alternatives show considerable travel
time improvements compared with the No Action alternative. Alternatives with exclusive lanes reduce
transit travel times by 11-13 minutes compared with the No Action alternative. Even alternatives with
shared lanes show travel time improvements. These improvements are likely the result of shorter dwell
time assumptions for vehicles in these alternatives (due to off-vehicle ticketing and multi-door low-floor
boarding) along with transit signal priority implementation at some locations along East Colfax Avenue.
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Traffic: What Happens to Vehicle Miles Traveled as a Result of the Build Alternatives?
Figure 6-12 shows daily vehicle miles traveled (VMT) projected for 2035 in the larger “influence area”
(approximately I-70 to Alameda Avenue) as a result of the build alternatives, compared with the No
Action alternative.
Figure 6-12: 2035 Daily Influence Area VMT for Build Alternatives on East Colfax

Source: DRCOG Focus Model

The figure shows that all alternatives reduce influence area VMT, while BRT in exclusive lanes all day has
the largest impact on influence area VMT with a 3.5% reduction compared with No Action. This
information is consistent with the shift from autos to transit shown in earlier figures.
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Mobility Summary: Key Findings
The previous figures showed a variety of key factors and findings related to implementation of build
alternatives on mobility measures:













There is a fairly significant shift from background bus service to the new build alternatives, likely due
to the improved frequencies and premium services offered by the alternatives.
Overall, alternatives using exclusive lanes for all or part of the day showed the highest transit
ridership, likely reflecting improved travel times of those alternatives.
BRT and Modern Streetcar alternatives have generally higher ridership than the Enhanced Bus
alternative.
Modern Streetcar alternatives provide the largest number of total person-trips (transit and auto).
Alternatives using exclusive lanes have the highest total person-trip capacity, with Modern Streetcar
alternatives providing the highest capacities due in part to the larger vehicles assumed in those
alternatives.
Alternatives using exclusive lanes show the largest shift from auto to transit trips in the corridor.
No consistent significant increases in auto congestion are seen as a result of the build alternatives.
No significant degradations of intersection performance was observed as a result of the
implementation of the build alternatives, and in some cases, intersection performance actually
improved.
BRT alternatives result in the largest reductions in influence area VMT.
No major changes to auto travel times are shown as a result of the build alternatives, and all transit
alternatives show improved travel times compared with the No Action alternative.

Table 6-1 summarizes the mobility results from Screen 3.
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Table 6-1: Mobility Screen 3 Results

Daily Ridership
(Alternative Only)
Daily Ridership (All E.
Colfax Transit Services)
Regional Transit
Ridership
Daily Person-Trips, E.
Colfax (Autos and Transit)
Changes in Influence Area
Auto Congested
Segments
Changes in Influence Area
Intersection LOS
Transit Travel Times on E.
Colfax, Build Alternatives
Compared to No Action
Auto Travel Times on E.
Colfax Compared to No
Action
Change in Influence Area
VMT from baseline

SUMMARY
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Enhanced Bus

Bus Rapid Transit
Exclusive Lanes
in Peaks

Bus Rapid
Transit Exclusive
Lanes All Day

Modern
Streetcar
Exclusive Lanes
in Peaks

Modern
Streetcar Shared
Lanes All Day

28,100
FAIR

40,400
GOOD

41,100
GOOD

42,500
GOOD

37,000
FAIR

32,700 (25% above
No Action)
FAIR
531,700 (1.4% above
No Action)
FAIR
72,600 (9% above No
Action)
FAIR
No significant
changes
FAIR
No significant
changes
FAIR
3 minutes faster

43,100 (65% above
No Action)
GOOD
539,000 (2.8%
above No Action)
GOOD
76,300 (15% above
No Action)
GOOD
No significant
changes
FAIR
No significant
changes
FAIR
11 minutes faster

43,800 (67%
above No Action)
GOOD
540,000 (2.9%
above No Action)
GOOD
69,700 (5% above
No Action)
FAIR
No significant
changes
FAIR
No significant
changes
FAIR
11 minutes faster
GOOD

45,100 (72% above
No Action)
GOOD
541,000 (3.2%
above No Action)
GOOD
78,500 (18% above
No Action)
GOOD
No significant
changes
FAIR
No significant
changes
FAIR
13 minutes faster
GOOD

41,800 (59% above
No Action)
GOOD
533,800 (1.8%
above No Action)
FAIR
81,600 (23% above
No Action)
GOOD
No significant
changes
FAIR
No significant
changes
FAIR
8 minutes faster

FAIR
No change

GOOD
4 minutes slower

4 minutes slower

4 minutes slower

GOOD
1 minute slower

GOOD
-0.16%
FAIR

FAIR
-1.28%
GOOD

FAIR
-3.53%
GOOD

FAIR
-1.21%
GOOD

GOOD
-0.22%
FAIR

FAIR

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

FAIR
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Environmental Measures
For Screen 3 purposes, social/community environmental factors are grouped with natural
environmental factors into one general environmental category. This is primarily because there are few
natural environmental issues measured at this stage of alternatives development and screening due to
the urban nature of the study area.
Environment (Social/Community): What Happens to Influence Area Energy Usage as a Result
of Each Build Alternative?
Figure 6-13 shows 2035 energy usage measured in British Thermal Unit (Btu) changes – the typical
measurement for changes in energy usage for transportation and other construction projects - within
the larger influence area (roughly I-70 to Alameda Avenue) as a result of each alternative compared with
No Action. Energy use changes are directly related to VMT changes noted in Figure 7-13 and are derived
from FTA New Starts guidance.
Figure 6-13: 2035 Daily Influence Area Energy Use Changes for Build Alternatives on East Colfax

Source: DRCOG Focus Model

The figure shows that, consistent with changes in VMT, all alternatives reduce influence area energy
usage, while BRT in exclusive lanes all day has the largest impact on influence area energy usage with a
3.5% reduction. This information is consistent with the shift from autos to transit noted in earlier
figures.
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Environment (Social/Community): What is Each Alternative’s Impact on Air Quality in the
Study Corridor?
Figure 6-14 shows 2035 air quality changes within the larger influence area (roughly I-70 to Alameda) as
a result of each alternative compared with No Action. Air quality emissions for the alternatives were
calculated based on annualized influence area VMT (as shown in Figure 7-13) and 20-year horizon
factors for criteria air pollutants including carbon monoxide (CO), nitrous oxides (NOx), volatile organic
compounds (VOCs), and particulate matter smaller than 2.5 micrometers (PM2.5) based on the FTA New
Starts Guidance (FTA, 2013).
Figure 6-14: 2035 Daily Influence Area Air Quality Changes for Build Alternatives on East Colfax

Source: Project Team

The figure shows that, consistent with changes in VMT, all alternatives improve influence area air
quality, while BRT in exclusive lanes all day has the largest impact on influence area energy usage with a
3.5% reduction in key pollutants. This information is consistent with the shift from autos to transit
noted in earlier figures.
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Environment (Social/Community): What is Each Alternative’s Relationship to Potential
Sensitive Noise Receptors in the Study Area?
Table 6-2 shows the number of potential sensitive noise receptors (residential parcels) along East Colfax
Avenue and within 350 feet of the centerline of the street. This criterion was derived from
recommendations contained in FTA’s Noise and Vibration Manual. In this case, even though the FTA
manual has differing criteria for different modes, the project team used the worst case (light rail transit)
for all alternatives. This criterion does not measure actual noise impacts (that will be determined during
future environmental phases for remaining alternatives); instead, this criterion shows the range of
potential noise impacts that could potentially occur for any alternative.
Table 6-2: Potential Sensitive Noise Receptors along East Colfax Avenue for Build Alternatives
Alternative

Potential
Sensitive Noise
Receptors

Enhanced Bus

BRT in
Exclusive Lanes
in Peak Periods

BRT in
Exclusive Lanes
All Day

Modern
Streetcar in
Exclusive Lanes
Peak Periods

Modern
Streetcar in
Shared Lanes
All Day

447

447

447

447

447

Source: Project Team

The table shows that all alternatives have the same number of potential sensitive noise receptors – 447.
Again, as noted, actual noise impacts will be measured in a future environmental phase for any
remaining alternatives.
Environment (Social/Community): What is Each Alternative’s Relationship to Potentially
Sensitive Vibration Areas in the Study Area?
Table 6-3 shows the number of potential sensitive vibration receptors along East Colfax Avenue. This
criterion was derived from recommendations contained in FTA’s Noise and Vibration Manual. Two
categories of potentially sensitive vibration receptors are noted in the FTA manual:


Category 1 receptors include hospitals and related medical facilities. Based on guidance from the
FTA manual, Category 1 receptors were documented from the centerline of East Colfax Avenue as
shown for each alternative:






Enhanced Bus: 100 feet
Bus Rapid Transit: 100 feet
Modern Streetcar: 450 feet

Category 2 receptors are residential parcels. Based on guidance from the FTA manual, Category 2
receptors were documented from the centerline of East Colfax Avenue as shown for each
alternative:


Enhanced Bus: 50 feet
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Bus Rapid Transit: 50 feet
Modern Streetcar: 150 feet

Table 6-3: Potential Sensitive Vibration Receptors along East Colfax Avenue for Build Alternatives
Alternative

Potential
Sensitive Noise
Receptors

Enhanced Bus

BRT in
Exclusive Lanes
in Peak Periods

BRT in
Exclusive Lanes
All Day

Modern
Streetcar in
Exclusive Lanes
Peak Periods

Modern
Streetcar in
Shared Lanes
All Day

62

62

62

228

228

Source: Project Team

The table shows that all bus alternatives have fewer potential receptors (62) than Modern Streetcar
(which has 226 Category 2 receptors, in addition to Anschutz Medical Center and National Jewish
Hospital, which are classified as Category 1 receptors). As with noise impacts, actual vibration impacts
will be measured in a future environmental phase for any remaining alternatives.
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Environmental Summary: Key Findings
The previous figures showed a variety of key factors and findings related to implementation of build
alternatives on environmental measures:




The BRT alternative in exclusive lanes all day resulted in the largest reduction in both energy usage
and air pollutants, with both measures being directly related to the alternative’s commensurate
reduction in regional VMT.
All alternatives had the same number of potential sensitive noise receptors, while Modern Streetcar
alternatives had the largest number of potential sensitive vibration receptors.

Table 6-4 summarizes the screen 3 results for environmental factors.
Table 6-4: Environmental Screen 3 Results
Enhanced Bus

Bus Rapid Transit
Exclusive Lanes
in Peaks

Bus Rapid
Transit Exclusive
Lanes All Day

Modern
Streetcar
Exclusive Lanes
in Peaks

Modern
Streetcar Shared
Lanes All Day

Change in Energy Usage

-0.16%
FAIR

-1.28%
GOOD

-3.53%
GOOD

-1.20%
GOOD

-0.22%
FAIR

Improvement to Air
Quality

-0.16%
FAIR

-1.28%
GOOD

-3.53%
GOOD

-1.20%
GOOD

-0.22%
FAIR

447
FAIR

447
FAIR

447
FAIR

447
FAIR

447
FAIR

Sensitive Vibration
Receptors

62
GOOD

62
GOOD

62
GOOD

228
FAIR

228
FAIR

SUMMARY

FAIR

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD/FAIR

FAIR

Sensitive Noise Receptors
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Fiscal Measures
Capital Costs: How Much Would Each Build Alternative Cost?
Figure 6-15 shows the estimated conceptual capital costs of each build alternative in 2013 dollars.
These conceptual cost estimates were derived from a number of sources, including recent local and
national construction cost trends for similar projects, and all estimates included significant
contingencies. Key features of the conceptual cost estimates include:




Vehicle fleet sizes for all alternatives were developed based on assumed operating plans (fiveminute headways during peak periods).
All options included a unit cost for maintenance facilities and related real estate, either as an add-on
to existing facilities or as new facilities.
All estimates included percentage estimates for unforeseen environmental issues, preliminary and
final design, construction management, and system testing.

Figure 6-15: Conceptual Capital Costs of Build Alternatives (2013 dollars)

Source: Project Team

The figure shows that bus alternatives are considerably less expensive to construct than Modern
Streetcar alternatives. The BRT alternatives are more expensive than Enhanced Bus primarily due to the
added construction cost of resurfacing one lane in each direction to accommodate BRT’s exclusive lanes.
Modern Streetcar in Shared Lanes is more expensive than Modern Streetcar in Exclusive Lanes primarily
due to differing operating assumptions; the option in shared lanes is assumed to be operating as a ‘local’
service with roughly twice the number of passenger stations than the option operating in exclusive lanes
during peak periods (which is assumed as a “limited-stop” service). These conceptual capital costs are in
line with recent similar projects in the US on a cost-per-mile basis.
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Operating and Maintenance Costs: How Much Would Each Build Alternative Cost to Operate?
Figure 6-16 shows the estimated conceptual annual operating and maintenance costs of each build
alternative in 2013 dollars (not including background bus service). These conceptual cost estimates
were derived from a number of sources, including operating assumptions as shown in Figure 7-1
(primarily five-minute peak headways, with all alternatives except Modern Streetcar in Shared Lanes
operating as ‘limited-stop’ services), RTD operating costs for bus and rail, and national averages for
operating costs for bus and streetcar systems.
Figure 6-16: Conceptual Annual Operating and Maintenance Costs of Build Alternatives (2013 dollars)

Source: Project Team

The figure shows that bus alternatives have similar operating costs, with Enhanced Bus having slightly
higher annual costs than BRT due to its longer travel time (requiring more buses and therefore more
operating hours). Modern Streetcar in Exclusive Lanes has higher operating costs since typical light rail
and streetcar systems nationwide have slightly higher costs per hour than buses. Modern Streetcar in
Shared Lanes has the highest operating cost of any build alternative due to its longer travel times in
shared lanes and its larger number of annual operating hours (since it mimics “local” service, which on
East Colfax Avenue is almost 24 hours per day). (Note: by way of comparison, RTD estimates that the
current annual operations costs of the Route 15 are approximately $9 million, and the annual costs of
the Route 15L are approximately $9.9 million).
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Cost Effectiveness: How Much Would Each Alternative Cost to Build and Operate per User?
Figure 6-17 shows the estimated conceptual cost-effectiveness of each build alternative. Costeffectiveness is defined as the annualized capital and operating cost per annualized user for each
alternative. Annualized costs were determined by combining each alternative’s annual operating cost
with annualized capital costs (derived by multiplying total capital costs by 8%, in line with average life
cycle cost formulas included in FTA New Starts computations). Those two numbers were then divided
by annualized ridership (derived by multiplying daily ridership as shown in Figure 7-2 by 300, a typical
annualization factor used in FTA New Starts computations).

Cost-Effectiveness

Figure 6-17: Conceptual Cost-Effectiveness of Build Alternatives

Source: Project Team

The figure shows that the two BRT alternatives have the lowest cost per rider at approximately $1.80
per user. Enhanced Bus is slightly higher despite its slightly lower capital cost due to its lower ridership.
Modern Streetcar alternatives have the highest cost per user since their capital costs are roughly four
times that of bus alternatives.
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Economic Development: What is Each Alternative’s Potential
Economic Impact?
The project team conducted a high-level economic development
impact analysis of the build alternatives. Measuring the direct
impacts of a transit investment on economic development is
difficult and there is no single methodology that has been accepted
industry-wide that can be used to model whether, and how much,
a particular transit investment might spur new investment along a
corridor. In order to develop an analysis methodology that is
appropriate for the East Colfax Corridor, the project team reviewed
available literature on this subject, much of which discusses
specifically the impacts of modern streetcars on land use. In
addition to the literature review, the team interviewed several
Denver-area and national developers to get their perspective on
the relationship between the three modes under consideration and
development potential. The team also prepared case studies of five
cities, talking to officials and learning about how these modes have
been perceived (or not) to impact economic development in other
cities. Finally, the team prepared a detailed baseline analysis of
existing conditions in order to serve as a base from which to
project potential economic impacts.

How did public comment help
shape the economic
development potential
evaluation?
In the early stages of the study,
the project team did not
significantly focus on economic
development potential as a key
discriminator in the evaluation
process and instead focused on
the mobility aspects of the
proposed project. However, after
discussions with key project
stakeholders (including
community groups focused on the
East Colfax Avenue corridor) and
the general public, the project
team developed a high-level
conceptual methodology to help
evaluate the relative economic
development potential of the
remaining alternatives in the
Screen 3 process.

Figure 6-18 summarizes the results of that analysis, which includes
a wide range of potential economic development impacts for each build alternative. As a baseline
number, Colfax station-area properties are anticipated to grow in value by $2.5 to $3.5 billion in the nonew-transit scenarios (as a result of new development and, to a greater extent, appreciation of existing
development) by 2035. The figure shows the additional development above and beyond that baseline
figure.
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Figure 6-18: Estimated Economic Impact on East Colfax Avenue as a Result of Build Alternatives

Source: Project Team

The figure shows that:





Enhanced bus is estimated to contribute an additional $45 million to $136 million to station area
property values by 2035.
BRT is estimated to contribute $124 million to $346 million (its wide range is due to the wide variety
of possible executions of that technology, from fairly bus-like deployments to very streetcar-like
investments).
Modern Streetcar is estimated to contribute $275 to $664 million to station-area property value
growth by 2035, depending on whether conservative or accelerated economic scenarios are used.

From this research, the team learned several key lessons that shaped the economic impact
methodology. These key lessons include:




While the original intent of the economic impact analysis was to develop a high-level order-ofmagnitude assessment of the relative impacts of each mode on development patterns along East
Colfax Avenue, the project team realized that even an order-of-magnitude comparison must be
grounded in an understanding of the development opportunities along East Colfax Avenue. General
conclusions learned from one city cannot be applied to another without understanding the physical
and market conditions of the corridor under study.
The physical realm (streetscape, station areas, etc.) is a critical factor for whether a transit
investment will affect land use. Given that a BRT and a Modern Streetcar can be built with similar
types of physical improvements, there is overlap between the potential impact of these two modes.
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Developers make investment decisions for many reasons, only one of which is whether a site is
served by transit, and, if so, by which mode. Market conditions, surrounding physical conditions,
access, visibility, regulatory conditions, financial incentives, and other factors all combine to make
new investment possible.
Case studies, developer interviews and preliminary ridership projections all point to a range of
potential economic impacts that is lowest for Enhanced Bus, wide-ranging but higher for BRT, and
generally highest for Modern Streetcar.
Case studies of other streetcar and BRT examples across the country suggest possible transit
premium factors higher even than Denver’s LRT experience, but these cases tended to have a
greater existing supply of re-developable land. It is difficult to make a direct comparison using
growth rates, because existing case studies tend to report growth only, and do not provide detailed
information as to existing conditions/values.
Based on developer interviews, the team’s analysis of vacant/underutilized parcels and the team’s
professional assessment of the character of station-area properties, East Colfax Avenue appears far
more constrained in terms of development and redevelopment potential – both relative to transit
case study comparators and relative to Denver LRT station locations.

Another way to measure the economic impact of alternatives is to compare the ratio of potential
economic benefits to capital costs, a “civic return on investment.” Figure 7-22 above also shows the
potential range for return on investment for each of the alternatives.
The figure shows that, while all alternatives have the potential to “recoup” their civic investment
through increased economic development (at least on the high end of the analysis), the BRT alternative
has the highest overall potential return on civic investment, with the ratio of increased development
potential to capital cost ranging from 1.1 to 3.1.
Fiscal Summary: Key Findings
The previous figures showed a variety of key factors and findings related to implementation of build
alternatives on fiscal measures:




The Enhanced Bus and BRT alternatives had the lowest conceptual capital costs, while the Modern
Streetcar alternatives had the highest capital costs (roughly four times that of the two bus options).
The two BRT alternatives had the lowest annual operating costs, while the Modern Streetcar in
Shared Lanes alternative had the highest.
The Modern Streetcar alternatives have the highest potential for generating additional economic
development in the corridor, but when compared with capital costs, the BRT options have the
highest potential for “civic return on investment.”

Table 6-5 summarizes the Screen 3 results for fiscal issues.
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Table 6-5: Fiscal Screen 3 Results
Enhanced Bus

Bus Rapid Transit
Exclusive Lanes
in Peaks

Bus Rapid
Transit Exclusive
Lanes All Day

Modern
Streetcar
Exclusive Lanes
in Peaks

Modern
Streetcar Shared
Lanes All Day

$89 million
GOOD

$114 million
GOOD

$114 million
GOOD

$399 million
FAIR

$456 million
FAIR

$14.6 million
GOOD

$13.1 million
GOOD

$13.1 million
GOOD

$17.5 million
FAIR

$23.5 million
FAIR

$2.57
GOOD

$1.83
GOOD

$1.80
GOOD

$3.87
GOOD

$5.40
FAIR

Economic Development
Impact

FAIR

GOOD/FAIR

GOOD/FAIR

GOOD

GOOD

Return on Civic
Investment

FAIR

GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

FAIR

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

FAIR

Conceptual Capital Cost
Conceptual Annual
Operating Cost
Conceptual CostEffectiveness

SUMMARY

Urban Character Measures
Urban Character: What are Each Alternative’s Potential Visual and Aesthetic Impacts?
Visual and aesthetic impacts were evaluated based on the changes to the visual setting from existing
condition to the build alternatives. The project team developed the following observations related to
visual and aesthetic impacts of the alternatives:




The Enhanced Bus alternative results in minor visual and aesthetic changes due to its shelters,
signage, benches, ticketing machines, and other miscellaneous amenities.
The BRT alternatives have potential visual and aesthetic changes similar to those of Enhanced Bus.
Modern Streetcar options have potential visual and aesthetic changes similar to those of Enhanced
Bus and BRT but also have the visual and aesthetic impacts of rail in streets and overhead catenary
wires.

Urban Character: What are Each Alternative’s Potential Impacts to the Urban Realm?
Urban realm changes were evaluated based on the potential of each alternative for making
improvement to the existing built environment as a result of the proposed project. The project team
developed the following observations related to urban realm improvements of the alternatives:




The Enhanced Bus alternative results in minor improvements to the urban realm including upgraded
shelters, signage, benches, ticketing machines, and other miscellaneous amenities in support of the
alternative.
BRT alternatives have similar improvements as Enhanced Bus in addition to resurfacing/
improvement and upgrades of one lane in each direction for the length of the corridor.
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Modern Streetcar alternatives have similar improvements as BRT in addition to longer station
platforms and therefore more opportunities to upgrade the urban realm; this is especially true of
the Modern Streetcar in Shared Lanes alternative since it has the largest number of stations of any
alternative.

Urban Character: What are Each Alternative’s Potential Impacts on Parking?
As noted in the Screen 2 evaluation, local business owners view parking as an important customer
requisite, and similarly, many residents within the East Colfax Corridor value the availability of on-street
parking. Table 6-6 shows the number of parking spaces estimated to be removed from service as a
result of each alternative. This information was collected by comparing initial conceptual design
drawings with potential passenger station locations and making a determination as to each station’s
potential removal of parking along East Colfax Avenue to accommodate those stations.
Table 6-6: Potential Parking Spaces Removed on East Colfax Avenue for Build Alternatives
Alternative

Enhanced Bus

BRT in
Exclusive Lanes
in Peak Periods

BRT in
Exclusive Lanes
All Day

Modern
Streetcar in
Exclusive Lanes
Peak Periods

Modern
Streetcar in
Shared Lanes
All Day

7

7

7

7

33

Parking Spaces
Removed
Source: Project Team

The table shows that all alternatives except Modern Streetcar in Shared Lanes remove the same number
of parking spaces (seven spaces); the Modern Streetcar in Shared Lanes removes 33 spaces. The latter
number is higher since this alternative is operating as a “local” service with roughly twice the number of
passenger stations than the other four. However, when compared against the total number of parking
spaces along East Colfax for the length of the study corridor (approximately 1,300 spaces), the impact of
all alternatives is minimal.
Table 6-7 summarizes the screen 3 results for urban character issues.
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Table 6-7: Urban Character Screen 3 Results
Enhanced Bus

Bus Rapid Transit
Exclusive Lanes
in Peaks

Bus Rapid
Transit Exclusive
Lanes All Day

Modern
Streetcar
Exclusive Lanes
in Peaks

Modern
Streetcar Shared
Lanes All Day

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

FAIR

FAIR

FAIR

FAIR

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

GOOD/FAIR

GOOD/FAIR

GOOD/FAIR

GOOD/FAIR

GOOD/FAIR

Visual/Aesthetic Impacts
Urban Realm Impacts
Parking Impacts

SUMMARY

Deliverability Measures
Deliverability: What are Each Alternative’s Potential Construction Impacts?
Construction impacts were evaluated based on the amount of excavation required and associated
amount of time in which people and businesses would potentially be affected during construction
activities. The project team developed the following observations related to potential construction
impacts of the alternatives:






The Enhanced Bus alternative results in minor construction activities primarily related to new station
infrastructure including shelters and signage. Construction activities are estimated at six months to
one year.
The BRT alternatives have potential construction impacts similar to those of Enhanced Bus primarily
related to station and related infrastructure construction. In addition, the BRT alternative assumes
resurfacing of one lane of East Colfax Avenue in each direction for the entire length of the corridor.
Construction activities are estimated at one to two years.
Modern Streetcar alternatives also have construction impacts related to station and related
infrastructure construction similar to those of Enhanced Bus and BRT, though the proposed project
assumes that Modern Streetcar station platforms are longer than those assumed for bus
alternatives. In addition, Modern Streetcar alternatives assume track construction in both directions
in the outside travel lanes of East Colfax Avenue, along with construction of catenary (power) poles
along the roadway. Construction activities for Modern Streetcar alternatives are assumed at two to
three years.

Table 6-8 summarizes the screen 3 results for deliverability issues.
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Table 6-8: Deliverability Screen 3 Results

SUMMARY

Enhanced Bus

Bus Rapid Transit
Exclusive Lanes
in Peaks

Bus Rapid
Transit Exclusive
Lanes All Day

Modern
Streetcar
Exclusive Lanes
in Peaks

Modern
Streetcar Shared
Lanes All Day

GOOD

FAIR

FAIR

FAIR/POOR

FAIR/POOR

Overall Screen 3 Summary and Preliminary Locally Preferred Alternative
Recommendation
Table 6-9 summarizes the results of the 3 screening.
Table 6-9: Summary of Screen 3 Evaluation Results
Criteria Category

Enhanced Bus

Bus Rapid
Transit
Exclusive Lanes
in Peaks

Bus Rapid
Transit
Exclusive
Lanes All Day

Modern
Streetcar
Exclusive Lanes
in Peaks

Modern
Streetcar
Shared Lanes
All Day

Mobility

FAIR

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

Environmental

FAIR

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD/FAIR

FAIR

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD

FAIR

FAIR

GOOD/FAIR

GOOD/FAIR

GOOD/FAIR

GOOD/FAIR

GOOD/FAIR

GOOD

FAIR

FAIR

FAIR/POOR

FAIR/POOR

GOOD/FAIR

GOOD

GOOD

GOOD/FAIR

FAIR

Fiscal
Urban Character
Deliverability
SUMMARY

The table shows that:




The BRT alternatives were rated “Good” overall, including a “Good” ranking in the mobility category
with high rankings in ridership (both local and regional), net increases in transit ridership (and
corresponding net decreases in auto trips), transit travel time improvement, and regional decreases
in auto VMT. They were also ranked “Good” in environmental measures (primarily due to
improvements in energy usage and air quality that corresponded to VMT reductions) and “Good” in
fiscal measures because of their low capital and operating costs, good cost-effectiveness, and
potential return on civic investment as a result of economic development.
The Enhanced Bus and Modern Streetcar in Exclusive Lane alternatives received an overall
“Good/Fair” rating. Enhanced Bus was ranked “Fair” in most mobility measures, was ranked
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“Good/Fair” in fiscal impacts (primarily due to its low capital and operating costs), and was ranked
“Good” in deliverability due to its relatively simple constructability. Modern Streetcar in Exclusive
Lanes was ranked “Good” in most mobility measures, but “Fair” in fiscal measures (primarily due to
its relatively high capital cost), and “Fair/Poor” in deliverability (due to its more complex
construction associated with track construction and overhead catenaries).
Modern Streetcar in Shared Lanes was ranked lowest of any alternative at “Fair.” Its ridership and
other mobility measures were not as high as alternatives in exclusive lanes, its fiscal impact was
“Fair” due to its high construction cost and lower cost-effectiveness, and similar to the other
Modern Streetcar, it was ranked “Fair/Poor” in deliverability due to its more complex construction.

Therefore, based on the results of the Screen 3 analysis, Bus Rapid Transit in Exclusive Lanes in peak
periods was ranked the highest of all alternatives analyzed and is recommended as this proposed
project’s Preliminary Locally Preferred Alternative (LPA).
As noted earlier, the recommended BRT option was modeled and costed with the assumption that the
exclusive lanes are constructed for the entire ten-mile length of the East Colfax corridor within the
study area (from the Auraria campus on the west to the Anschutz Medical Campus on the east). The
actual extent of the exclusive lanes if and when any of these alternatives are implemented will be the
subject of additional analysis and discussions between key stakeholders including but not limited to
the public, the Federal Transit Administration, the Colorado Department of Transportation, RTD, and
the City and County of Denver. The City of Aurora has determined that BRT Exclusive Lanes will not be
implemented for the segment of East Colfax Avenue within Aurora.
A more detailed analysis will be conducted on the LPA as part of the environmental compliance phase
in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). If that analysis is approved by the
FTA, the Preliminary LPA becomes the Final LPA for the proposed project.

How Well Does the Preliminary LPA Meet the Proposed Project’s Purpose and Need
Statement?
As noted in Chapter 2, the overall purpose of this study is to develop a proposed project that includes a
package of multi-modal transportation improvements in the East Colfax Avenue corridor. The proposed
project would provide additional person-trip capacity in the East Colfax corridor through a high-quality,
high-capacity, and cost-effective transit service. This new service would provide a faster, more reliable,
and more comfortable passenger experience compared with existing bus service. The proposed project
would improve local and regional accessibility, mobility, safety, transit travel times and reliability, and
passenger facilities in this heavily transit-reliant corridor.
In addition, the specific needs statements developed for this proposed project were:



Need to accommodate increasing person-trip demand (estimated at a 20-30% increase within the
next 10 to 15 years) as a result of increased residential and employment growth.
Need to better serve existing transit users and encourage and accommodate new transit users,
especially given that existing bus service in the corridor is nearing or at capacity, and with the likely
addition of choice riders as the corridor develops over the next few decades.
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Need to identify and provide transportation improvements in conformance with established
livability principles including providing more transportation choices; promoting equitable,
affordable housing; enhancing economic competitiveness; supporting existing communities;
coordinating policies and leveraging investment; and valuing communities and neighborhoods.
Need to identify and provide transportation improvements without major acquisition of private
properties by providing additional trip capacity largely within the current right-of-way both to allow
protection of existing private development and promote sustainable growth.
Need to accommodate increasing intra-corridor trips since end-to-end trips make up a relatively
small proportion of all trips along the corridor due to increased residential and employment
growth.
Need to identify and provide improved mobility and connectivity options including alternative
modes to accommodate the increased travel demand in the corridor, including safer and more
efficient pedestrian and bicycle connections.
Need to identify and provide affordable and fiscally sustainable improvements that are planned
and implemented with the financial constraints of the region in mind. The recommended
alternative must be both affordable and cost-effective at serving the transportation and livability
needs and other requirements of the East Colfax Corridor.

All of the alternatives analyzed in Screen 3 can be deemed to meet many of the proposed project’s
overall purposes. However, Table 6-10 summarizes some of the key elements of the recommended
Preliminary LPA contrasted with the specific issues outlined in the proposed project’s needs statements.
Table 6-10: Relationship of Preliminary LPA to Needs Statements
Needs Statement
How the Preliminary LPA Meets the Proposed Project’s
Needs Statements
Accommodate Increasing Person-Trip
Demand
Better Serve Existing Transit Users and
Accommodate New Transit Users
Conform with Livability Principles
Provide Transportation Improvements
Without Additional Right-of-Way
Accommodate Increasing Intra-Corridor
Trips
Provide Improved Mobility and
Connectivity Options
Provide Affordable and Fiscally Sustainable
Improvements
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The preliminary LPA provides significant additional person-trip capacity
above and beyond current conditions and the future No Action. It was
among the highest of all alternatives for total ridership, regional
ridership, and daily person trips.
The preliminary LPA provides premium service (including improved
headways) for existing transit users, while attracting the largest net
regional shift from autos to transit of any alternative.
The preliminary LPA was ranked high in environmental issues and
provides the greatest ‘return on civic investment’ of any of the
alternatives.
The preliminary LPA is proposed for implementation entirely within the
existing East Colfax Avenue right-of-way and requires no new property
acquisitions.
The preliminary LPA provides improved accessibility for intra-corridor
trips by providing improved headways and passenger stations
throughout the corridor.
The preliminary LPA facilitates improved access for bicyclists and
pedestrians throughout the study area by providing additional
opportunities for multi-modal trips and connectivity through improved
headways and enhanced passenger facilities.
The preliminary LPA is among the lowest in capital and operating costs
and has the best cost-effectiveness rating of any alternative.
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Public Review and Input into the Screen 3 Process
The project team engaged members of the community at several times during the Screen 3 process,
including:






A Technical Working Group meeting was held on August 7, 2014, to review Screen 3 results and the
Preliminary LPA recommendation. Key discussion points included a review of the travel model used
in the analysis, exclusive lane impacts on traffic and transit operations (including on adjacent
streets), an exploration of the economic development impact analysis, a desire to ensure that
implementation of BRT would not preclude a streetcar on East Colfax at some point in the future,
and integration with the Auraria campus.
A Community Task Force/Leadership Summit was held on August 14, 2014, with the aim of engaging
the leadership of as many neighborhood groups in the study corridor as possible to review Screen 3
recommendations. Key discussion points included key activity center connections, an examination
of passenger stop locations (and the difference between local and limited service), traffic impacts on
adjacent streets, service reliability comparisons between exclusive and shared lanes, and
administrative issues such as responsibility for actually operating the system in the future.
Two sets of public meetings were held by the project team in August 2014 (one in Denver and one in
Aurora) to review the results of the Screen 3 process. Attendees were generally supportive of the
study recommendations, but concerns were expressed as to the impact of exclusive lanes on
adjacent streets and on remaining auto lanes on Colfax.
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